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Welcome to Climates new quarterly newsletter! Every 3 months we will be 
emailing out a newsletter to keep you all updated on what Climates is up to. We’ll 
keep you posted on new projects we’re working on, any new partnerships we’ve 

formed, and introduce you to our amazing team of volunteer Teammates. 
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Climates team has been growing and we've been part of a range of projects this 
year! Check out our website to follow some of recent initiatives 

Climates Website  

 

 



 

Climates New Blog Series 
 

 

Climates recently launched a new blog series to elevate Pacific voices. It’s 
purpose is to provide a platform for Pacific peoples, organisations and 
communities to share stories and increase awareness and engagement, with 
pacific perspectives on climate justice. We want to raise awareness across the 
Pacific, Australia and the rest of the world through diverse approaches to 
storytelling, narrative, and lived experience. The blog aims to maintain 
inclusivity across the diverse cultural identities, languages and peoples of the 
Pacific region. Climates will support the participation of all willing voices even 
where barriers such as language exist. The blog further aims to connect 
organisations, communities and people across the Pacific by providing a 
communications channel for storytelling. 

 

 

Uriam is an artist from Kiribati who shared his story with Climates 



 

We have a new blog post by young I-Kiribati artist Uriam Amoon, telling his 
story and sharing his amazing artwork. And while you're there you can catch up 
on the last blog piece by Arti Chetty from the Pacific Climate Warriors in 
Melbourne who advocates for a just and sustainable recovery from COVID-19. 

 

 

Arti, a Pacific Climate Warrior from Melbourne, wrote a piece for the Climates blog about a Just Recovery 

 

If you want to submit a piece to our blog, or know someone who would be 
interested in contributing, get in touch by sending an email 

to blog@climates.org.au with a short summary of your idea or submit your 
whole piece.  

 

 

 

350.org MOU 
 

In August Climates formalised our partnership with 350 Pacific by signing a 
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with them. Climates and 350 Pacific 
can now continue to work together beyond our current working relationships 
and teams so that our shared visions of a just, resilient and sustainable region 



 

in the face of climate change can be collectively realised. We look forward to 
working closely with 350 Pacific, and you can head to our website to read more 
about it. 

 

 

Tropical Cyclone Harold Crowdfunder 
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Earlier in the year Climates ran a crowdfunder to raise money for those 
impacted by Tropical Cyclone Harold in Vanuatu. We raised over $3,000 to help 
rebuild the Women's Centre on Pentecost Island, Vanuatu, that was flattened 
by the cyclone in April 2020. We partnered up with the Vanuatu Climate Action 
Network (VCAN) and environmental services organisation Green Wave 
Vanuatu to help raise money to support this affected community. We were 
recently updated by the Director of Green Wave, Georges Cumbo, who 



 

provided us with a project report. Georges informed us that the Women's 
Centre rebuilding has been completed and the community is doing well. 
Your donations and support were critical for this recovery effort, so a huge 
thank you again to everyone who donated.  

 

 

350 Pacific Pawa Up Grant 
 

 

 

Pacific Pawa Up cohort from 2019 - image from 350 Pacific 

 

In June 2020 Climates provided funding to 350 Pacific to support participants of 
their climate leadership fellowship Pacific Pawa UP 2020. Pacific Pawa UP 
2020 was a three month fellowship run by 350 Pacific to provide leadership 
training for young Pacific Islanders engaged in Climate Change 
initiatives. Climates supported the 350 team with livestreaming the fellowship 
graduation and their evaluation report. 

 



 

Current Projects 
 

We have a great group of volunteers at Climates who are working on a range of 
things right now. 

 

 
 
Climates volunteer Mia is currently working closely with VCAN to support 6 
VCAN member organisations across 6 provinces to engage and connect with 
each other and wider climate action activities. Data and service is limited in the 
Pacific so Mia is working with VCAN to figure out how to get everyone more 
connected. Options include installing a mobile phone with data to hotspot other 
devices within the organisation, or partner with another organisation to install a 
‘hub’ style wifi box.  
  

 
 
Sebastian is collaborating with VCAN's partners Erata Development Committee 
(EDC), on Tongariki island in Sefa Province. EDC has recently established an 
evacuation centre that has been used to assist and manage the safeguard of 
the community in Erata village. To improve capacity and capability of the 
evacuation centre's function, the committee is seeking to expand and improve 
the centre. Current options to achieve this goal have been to partner with 
organisations to secure grants that would provide locals of the Erata 
Development Committee funds to apply traditional construction methods. These 
methods involve using localised materials integrated with the skills and 
knowledge of communities expertise to achieve built forms that are robust and 
sustainable. 

 

 
 
New volunteers Alex and Achille will be doing several different pieces of 
research across the organisation. One will be to support the COP cheat sheet, 



another will be on Micro grant research on community-led climate resilience 
and benefits of micro finance for decolonising climate action in the region. They 
will also be doing some research for one of our former partners, the Pacific 
Islands Development Forum (PIDF).  

 

 
 
Climates has regularly provided ad hoc editing, proofreading and research 
services for our Partner organisations in the Pacific, and co-director Emma has 
been working hard to figure out how we can turn this into a regular service for 
our partners and build their capacity. She has been consulting with our partners 
and others in the Pacific on this.  

 

 
 
Isaemali (based in Samoa), Denise, Blanche, Oli and Ruby have been working 
on Climates new blog. The first two blogs from Arti and Uriam are now up on 
the website (you can read them here) and we are working to connect with more 
people in the Pacific to provide a platform for them to tell their stories and 
perspectives on climate justice.  

 

 
 
Alex, another of Climates co-directors, worked to get the MOU with 350 Pacific 
so Climates could collaborate with them to elevate Pacific leadership in 
addressing the impacts of climate change. Earlier in the year he also scoped 
potential grants that Pacific climate organisations could apply for. He is 
currently working on putting together a briefing pack with an overview of the 
UNFCCC Conference of Parties negotiations as a reference resource to 
support delegations of young Pacific leaders to participate in conference 
proceedings.  



 

 

 
 
Patty, Steph and Oli are working to secure micro-grants for a variety of projects 
and programs in the Pacific. They recently presented to CANA's (Climate Action 
Network Australia) webinar series on a new initiative Climates is developing; a 
micro-grants programme to support Pacific Climate resilience. Stay tuned for 
more on micro-grants as we prepare for launching in 2021. 

 

 

Pacific Climate News 
 

 

Some of the latest climate-related news about the Pacific: 
 

Torres Strait 8 could set 'global precedent' with United Nations human rights 
fight linked to climate change 

 
Joint Press Release: Youths Champion Climate Change Resistance in Asia 

Pacific 
 

Pacific small islands and ‘Big Ocean’ nations at UN Assembly make the case 
for climate action, shift to clean energy 

 
How the Pacific Islands are Balancing COVID-19 Survival Demands on Coastal 

Fisheries with Sustainable Management 
 

Thanks to our Teammate Elle for running our Facebook and keeping everyone up to date on all the latest news stories 

 

 

Follow us on Facebook, check out our website, or send us an email to keep updated! 
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